
Bob Cutler 	 2/15/77 

Box 1465 
Manchester, Mass. 01944 

Dear Bob, 

If you ''ere not so fine a man personally I'd not take time to respond to y)ur letter 

of the 15th because you persist in madness. 

Repeating the irrational attack on George Lardner in about as much as you could do 

to discourage continuation of the Hpuae committee. 

I have know 4eorge for about a dscade, a long time characterized by frequent disa-

greements. By accepted standards he is a better than average reporter. Within this ex-

perience I have known his to spend two of hi; days off preparing a story and fighting 

with bin desk to get it puelished. Anil .ith .11 the reporters in Washington I know of 

no other one who wrote any story on ae epectro suit. George spent hours checking details 

wits we by phone aed thee checked hie story. year reporters do thie, fewer on their we 

 when they have families. He and his paper disagree 14th my views. So how does that 

distinguish them from most of the press? 

You do everything except state that he killed Perris. This is insane. You are long 

on emption and conjecture and short on fact. The actuality is that '4arrison's people had 

Ferris under constant surveillanoe. If there had been any possible question do you suppose 

that Liarrison would not have made at least some inquiry? Garrison's own explanation to me 

and others at the ljentury Plaza in L.A. 11/67 is that Ferrier did himself in sith on O.D. 

of proloid, self-prescribou,and that Chetta had no reason to check for residues in the 

autopsy. Chattels competence and judgement are still another uatter. But I'm telling you 

that neither Jive noe Ivan nor anyone eleo down there hay edn questions alone the line of 

your cenjecturo, a completely eotiveloas conjecture. And you send it to people weo know 

Lardaar well. This is stupid in addition to kin being irrational. 

Addressed to me,"...and far wilder than that is the fact that this same reporter 

c uld give the impression in a news story that you of all people in the world felt 

the Select Conmittes was not all that 'geol...." The story was accerate. Your refeernce to 

it is not. I said tney were terrible, diee t :.wow what they sere doing anti it2 didn't even 

know how to. And that lito the Warren Conesisaion had others beesaam with a ;vie:judgement. 

I have had eeclines sith theee people, going be,  k to October with the comedttee and 

to 1975 with the members' staffs. I knew some to he liars and crooks end to be for all 

practical purease funoteonariee of the executive agencies. I know of repeated unethical 

efforta, ell the leaks have been fakes or ripoffs, ecneral entirely out of context. And 

worst of all did anticiapte all these incredible mistakes, did warn them against them 

and did outline how to avoid them and earn support and respect. Those roposals were 

agreed to and than ignored. You have to be blind not to see the results. Sprague could 

not care less for niceties, proprieties and legalities. Be is an authoritarian. Gonzalez 

could not be more ireesponsible. The individual 'embers have to know better or are in-

competent. With the biaeks this is certain. 1 enow who informed thee end I personally 

wrote Fauntray without response. This is the same Yauntroy who would not respond to my 

repeated efforts, in pesson end through others, to tale to him when in was killed. 

For me the choice is simple: which is worse.. thie comrittee continuing or not. I'd 

rather not. The last thing I want is anoth©r dubious inquest. I'm now opposed to their 

being continued. If they are the chances of establishing truth or getting a real investi-

gation will be even less and their propaganda will have to be undone. Too much. 

On thee. tie: I'm disap oidted you thought I would let it rest there. 1 have been 

after it. Maybe I'll get it in time. But if there were fewer insane ventures like the one 

You've embarked on I sight have more time for what might do some good. And stay away from 

eingyou donAt know enough. Listen to me in your own interest. I will not continue taking 

time like this. I cant. I don t have it. Sincerely, 



CUTLER DESIGNS R. B. CUTLER, Architect 

BOX 1465, MANCHESTER, MASS. 01944 
(sin  Tel. 526-1521 

Hm 927-0064 

 

MESSAGE 	 R E ,F3° Y 

 

TO Harold Weisberg 

Route 8 

L_Frederick MD 21701 

DATE 11/13/77 
HW: 	it would appene that I goofed again that you never reo'd the pictures I 
had in mind .. p 340 Post Mortem merely tells me you looked at them and not that 
you ever reo'd any copies .. the back and front of the tie 	do you think if I 
wrote in to the Archives they would be Hid, ing to supply copies now .. hasn't 

there been so much released by now that per ps I might have a chance .. I guess 
that's dumb so forget it .. 
enclosed Exhibit A is a revised copy of my original to the Rules Committee 
I find it much wilder that a reporter can change the coroner's time of death as 
is evident from the greened notation ..* and far wilder than that is the faot 
that this same reporter could give the impression in a news-story that you of 
all people in the world felt the Select Committee was not all that 'good' .0  tha 
is not a good word but not having seen the artittile in question it will have to 
be good enough for now  
enclosed Exhibit B is the revision of the original drawing sent to Enquirer 0,0  
enclosed Exhibit C is the beginnings of trying to pin down the flightbath of 
the bullet which killed Dr King .. to me it's helpful but to many it's simply 
too detailed and confusing GS 

I still think the picture of the tie with no damage but the nick is great and 
somehow should be wrested from the Archives 	cheerio 
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